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Holly Near To Perform In Peabody Alley

Hate Crimes Statistics Act
Passed!
Washington, D.C. - In an

historic moment for the Gay and

Lesbian community, the U.S.
Senate voted 91-4 to pass the

federal Hate Crimes Statistics
Act. Before voting for passage,
Senate lawmakers rejected, by

77-19, a move by Sen. Jesse

Helms to attach a four-part anti

Gay amendment to the bill.

The landslide vote marks the

first time

that the pervasive

problem of anti-Gay and Les

bian violence has been ad
dressed, the first time Gay-posi
tive legislation has passed the
Senate, and the firs time the Gay
and Lesbian community has
defeated Helms on an up-or

down Gay-related issue.
"The U.S. Senate senta strong
signal to the bigots and bashers
in our country that violence
against Lesbians and Gay men

is as intolerable as violence
against racial, religious, and

OnFriday, March 9, Peabody

violence."
The bill requires the U.S.
Dept., of Justice to"acquire data
·

crimes

orientation, or ethnicity."
The bill passed with

work by the Task Force to gain
political

response

to

the

feminist

viewpoint,

Holly

Near's career has spanned nearly

an

two decades. During that time,
she has appeared in films, on

amendment offered by Senators

Paul Simon (D-IL) and Orrin

television, and on Broadway;

Hatch (R-UT), two major spon:.

has founded one- of the most

sors of the legislation. The

successful independent ·record
companies, and has recorded 14

amendment reads, . "Congress
finds that: (1) The American

highly acclaimed albums. In
1988 Near was honored as Ms.
Magazine's "Woman of the
Year."
This Fall her autobiography
entitled Fire In The Rain will be
published by William Morrow.
Near's recent albums include

family life is the foundation of
American society; (2) Federal

policy should encourage the
well-being, financial security,
and health of the American
family; (3) Schools should not
de-emphasize the critical value.
of American family life; and (4)

collaborative work with Ronnie

Nothing is this act shall be con

Gilbert, the eclectic folk group

strued, nor shall any funds ap

Trapezoid, the famed Chilean

propriated to carry out the pur

ment was considered a "pre

a

Best known for her exuber
ant soprano and her political

based on race, religion, sexual

culmination of seven years of

ecutive director. "It marks the

cording artist Holly Near takes

the stage.

which

bian Task Force (NGLTF) ex

Vaid, National Gay and Les

house bar as San Francisco re

manifest evidence of prejudice

pose of the act be used to pro
mote or encourage homosexu
ality."

ethnic minorities," said Urvashi

Alley in thePeabody Hotel will
be transformed into a coffee

enormous problem of anti-Gay

about certain

ensemble

Intillimani,

Arlo

The Simon-Hatch amend

emptive strike" by supporters in

This year's recipient of the

continued on page 5

Tsarus Man of the Year award
was HeartStrings Memphis. At

the yearly banquet, the plaque

was accepted by co-chairs Re
becca Locke and Ailen Cook.

·

Why we're NOT like Everyone Else- page 2
.
1 AIDS U pd ate- pages 7-8
• Memphis Memoirs: Taking of the Rivermont 1980- page 12
• Gay Community Calendar- page18

includes originals as well as

cover tunes penned by Bruce

Cockburn, Ruben Blades, and

Phil Ochs.
Holly Near will appear one

night only at Peabody Alley.

Doors will open at 8:00 P.M.
with herperformancebeginning
at 9:00P.M.
Tickets are $10 in advance
and $12 at the door and are
available at all Ticket Hubb
outlets, Sears, Cat's Record
Stores, and the Peabody conci
erge.

For additional information,

call (901) 529-4169.

money for PWA's and also to

make a mark on both the Mem

phis Gay community and the
city itself.

Matt Presley described the

event, having in common that

and hopes" and "focused en

there was first skepticism, then

felt like a comml)nity." He used

phrases such as "raised spirits

ergy" citing that"We all did this
for the same reason. We were

afraid of the loss so we worked

Allen Cook and R ebecca Locke,
Co-Chairs of Heart Strings,
accepted the Tsarus "Man of the
Year" Award on behalf of the Heart
String volunteers.

show had come and gone.

hand in hand, heart in heart."

McMillan, who co-chaired the

the mainstream comunity, make

the Community Center."

experiences with their commit

Gay event. It was the Gay

1990 Man of the Year presented

to the initial meetings, both had

said Allen. Rebecca S!ated, "I

Don Griesbeimer and Donna

1

Latin America and was a repre
sentative from the U.S. at the
Third International New Song
Festival in Equador.
Her late�t LP, Sky Dances,

After a fine dinner,served by

astonishment, and lastly a great
sense of achievement when the

Battle Scars Opens- page 6

has toured extensively in Eu
rope, Aust alia, e Caribbean,

event as having "brought us
together. For the first time, we

Tsarus members, several speak
ers told their memories of the

Vance Reger and Den Smith in a dramatic scene from Smith's
upcoming play Battle Scars opening March 18 at Theatre Works.

Guthrie, and Pete Seeger. She

Heart Strings Named
"Man of the Year"

Inside:

1
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Parties Committee, related some
tee.Both hadbeenasK.edto come

been advised by friends that they

should be involved. Both also

realized that their participation

was a unique opportunity to raise

'Though we tried to involve

no mistake about it, this was a
community that pulled it off,"

plaque, we think it should be at
The plaque reads ''Tsarus

to 'HeartStrings' and all the

volunteers for a dedicated and

wouldn't trade the experience
of HeartStrings for anything in

community together February

where we want to hang the

at the MGLCC.

the world. We are thinking of

purposeful effort in pulling our

12, 1990." It has been installed.
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We're NOT Just Like
Everyone Else
very different.
We have unique problems.

else." How many times have
you heard a Gay man or Lesbian

Dealing with our own sexuality
is the prime one. And once we've

use that phrase? Usuallyit's used

done that, we have to choose

in self defense. Such as, "we
shouldn't be discriminated
against because we're just like

when, how and with whom to
share that information about
ourselves. Once we've started

everyone else."Or, "we deserve

down that road to being our

equal protection under the law

selves, every step of the way is

because we're just like every

hazardous travel.

one else." It's gotten to the point

we are singled out and held up

us, �e're free to do what is

law, bigots, ang sometimes even

for ridicule.

natural for us. That might mean

But our unique problems are
not the only things that make us

generally associated with our

person they think we are. What

different from everyone else.

sex, male or female. It might

we really are may be so unac-

Because of our lifestyle, we tend

just mean having a mind that is

ceptable to them that they can't

to be non-traditional ·thinkers

open to other minorities or ideas

love the person we-really are.

which opens all kinds of hori

that don't fit in with main stream

We have to take special precautions to protect our life partners.

zons for us.

thinking. It might mean a more

We are forced to abandon the
traditional concepts of the faro

acute sensitivity to the suffering
of others.
So as much as we'd like ·to

relations

ways, it is true. We are men and

by Ivy Young
Director,NGLTF's Lesbian and

women. We live and die and
pay taxes. We love and want to

Gay Families, Project
As you can see, 1990 ends in
a zero. That means it's time for
the decennial count, by the
Census Bureau, of the entire
U.S. population.

Box

3038, Memphis, Tennes
see 38173-0038. Phone (901)
454-1411 (evenings).
Gaze is non-profit and produced by
volunteers. We assume no liability for
claims made by advertisers. Appear
ance in this publication is not an indica
tion of sexual orientation or ic. 1ntity. We
welcome materials submitted by read
ers, but reserve the right to edit or reject
such materials. Subscriptions are avail
able at$8 a year to cover mailing costs.
Gaze is published 11 times a year by
the Memphis Gay Coalition.
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Ordinarily, the Census Bu
reau ritual would be of little or
no consequence to the Lesbian
and Gay community. But this
year, things are slightly differ
ent. Unlike past national counts,
the 1990 census could have a
direct impact on some of the
issues affecting Lesbians and
Gay men.

. ·�

For the first time ever, the
Census Bureau has added the
category of"unmarried partner''
to the relationship section of the

questionnaire. Expanding the
selection choice beyond"room
mate/partner"

or "roomer/

boarder," the new category is,
according to some sources, the
Bureau's attempt to get an accu
rate count of the number of
heterosexual

couples

defend ourselves by saying
we're just like everyone else the

precautions to protect them. The

and wrong, (heterosexual love

fact is that we are not The point

laws that are supposed to proteet us, in fact prohibit us from

being right, homosexual love

that we have to get to, is ac

being wrong). We have to aban
don the notion that friends and

knowledging that we are very
different. And, in spite of our

loved ones know what is best
for us and only have our best

differences, we are still entitled
to the same protection under the

interests at heart.

law that other citizens enjoy.

loving who we want, how we
want, and legitimize taking our
children from us. In fact, recent
court decisions deny us even the
basic right to privacy that everyone else enjoys.

question even exists, or, for that
matter, what "unmarried part
ner" actually means. There has
been no outreach -effort, no
community education, no dis
cussion with Lesbian and Gay
activists in particular, about how
best to ensure that the question
is understood and answered
accurately.
' The Census Bureau does not
perceive, or more likely, does
not care that for Lesbian and
Gay couples answering the sur
vey honestly involves more than
a simple check -off. The issue of
government intf11sion ,and pri
vacy is a crucial one for many
Lesbians and Gay men; yet,
census officials have made no
effort to counter the fear and
apprehension that could lead to
a serious undercount of same
sex couples.
Given the Census Bureau's
negligence, lack of forethought,
and. apparent disregard of the
Lesbian· and Gay community,
what are our options regarding

living - the 1990 census.
For some activists in our

together without "benefit of

marriage."
By simple deduction, how
ever, Census officials will also
be able to determine the number
of same-sex couples living to
gether in committed relation
ships. That same-sex couples.
information will be published
along with the statistics on
heterosexual unmarried part
ners. For those of us working in
the Lesbian and Gay families
arena, that information could
prove vital to the success of our
efforts in the future.
. The Census Bureau has been
roundly criticized for its failure
to alert affected groups that the

a career in an occupation not

won't· protect . -ily, (one man, one woman, one
. or more children). We have to
abandon some concepts of right

Gays and The Census

I suppose in some very basic

·

them. For those of us with children, we have to take special

where I cringe every time I hear
.

it.

because they just don't work for

from our friends and loved ones.

Our
·

As the victims of bad laws,

Sometimes people only love the

The law won't protect them.

be loved. But in fact, we are

by John Stilwell
· "We're just like everyone

We have to take precautions
to protect ourselves from the

community, the answer is a
simple one: boycott the 1990
Census. Their rationale is basi
cally the criticisms outlined
above; a serious lack of out-·
reach by the Census Bureau,
coupled with

a

concern over

confidentiality,

deep-seated

will lead to a gross undercount
and a skewed statistical profile.
Unfortunately, this issue is
more complex, and requires
more than a simple solution.
Whether we choose to answer
or not, the question is on the
survey. Statistics will be gath
ered, no matter what. Whether
we choose to anSwer or not, we

And once those very basic
concepts have been abandoned
will be living with the results of

Couples, just as there is with

the census for the next decade.
Public and private industry

every other minority constitu

programs are affected by cen

ency in the United States, And,

sus data; social and economic

just as leaders in those commu
nities have done following na

policy is guided by that same
data; legislative agendas are set,

able to offer cogent arguments

initiatives launched, and priori

about why the numbers are not

tional counts, we too will be

ties determined by the numbers

accurate: Census Bureau insen

gathered. If we choose to delib

sitivity, fears about confidenti

erately absent ourselves from

ality, the chilling effects of the
on-going climate of homopho-

this process, if we elect to "dis
appear," what advantage do we
gain?
Some Lesbian anq Gay ac
tivists have predicted that as few
as 10% of those couples affected
by

the "unmarried

partner''

question will respond honestly.
But, a recent poll·conducted by
theWashingtonBlade found that

bia in the U.S., etc.

_

Our responsibility now is to
provide for our community what
census Bureau officials did not
- information and education.
Our community must be per
suaded to put aside the fear of
being exposed and answer the
Census honystly. We have noth

of the couples responding, 75%

ing to lose by being truthful.

said they W{)uld answer the

The struggle to have our rela
tionships and our families rec

question truthfully. Granted, the

Blade survey was conducted in

ognized and protected will as

a major metropolitan area with

sume much greater urgency in

a

history ·of

Gay visibility.

Similar results may not emerge

the decade to come. Accurate
statistics gathered from the 1990

from some small town or ham

Census could provide us with a

let. Then again, they might.
Yes, there will be an undercount of
and Lesbian

help wage that struggle.

small, but important weapon to
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Sundays

BHiie Jo Casin·o returns from Mardi Gras
._: wit�_-_Special Guests
·$2.�_.-B:eer Bust - 8 Midnight

/

'

_

__

·

-

Mondays
Closed
TL!_esdays

_

GEORGE'S
287 South F�ont Street
(901) 526-1038
$2

.

Alternative Music Night

-

·

-

-

Wednesdays

Cover $1 Optional Beer Bust

!

-

Come Support PWA'sl
tProceeds Go To PWA Assistance Funa
· ts
Bianca Valentine Show with Spec-ial Gues
·

·

-

-

..

;
�

-

Thursdays

·

- -Talent Night/Male Dancers
with Sonfonda Peters as Hostess
$3.00 Beer Bust
8 Midnight
.

-

-r

·

-

Fridays
Celebrate a Russian Holiday each Fridayt
.. Wear Red and get in for $3.00
75¢ Vodka all night
_

_

.

.

·

·

Saturday$

- $5 -Cover for Speciallheme Shows
Shotime 11 :30 PM
·

-

-

.
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The Days of
Anita Bryant Are
Finally Over

Bush Challenged on $1.7
Billion AIDS Budget -

Washington, D.C. - The
Human Rights Campaign Fund
has called for over $3 billion in
federal AIDS spending for fis-

cal1991.

The organizations executive
director, Tim McFeeley, was
sharply critical of Pres. Bush's
budget proposal, which included
only $1.7 billion for AIDS programs. "Unforturiately, the Administration is running away
from the facts on AIDS. Wishful thinking and nickels and
dimes are not going to address
the real needs of people with

_

AIDS," McFeeley said.
''The number of AIDS cases
in the U.S. will double in the
next 15 months, yet the Ad-

ministration offers a mere 7%
increasein overallfunding.Even
more shocking is their proposal
to cut$40millionfrom thefunds
used to provide services to individuals with AIDS. There is no
justification for this kind of
a b andonment," McFeeley
stated.
'This is not the time to put
the brakes on AIDS spending,
just as our investment in research is beginning to pay off.
We must continue to increase
research, so that scientists can
explore every avenue opened
up by the research done so far,"
McFeeley stated.
McFeeley challenged

the

�sum�onthat the govemment
.
IS spending too much on AIDS,
stating
t "even the ational
.
Comm1ss1on on AIDS m their
December report to the President called for substantial increases in federal funding." The

�

�

Commission's report indicated
that the U.S. would need to allo
cate between $2.5 billion and
$15 billion to AIDS programs
within the nexttwo years.

"AIDS is a communicable
dise�e. and the potential ex
pansion of the AIDS virus can
not be ignored. The govern
ment's failure to spend adequate
funds on education, research,
and treatment today will bring
an even more substantial ex
pense down the line, "McFeeley
said.

Stephen Smith, HRCF legislative director, called the President's proposal "completely
inadequate" to the growing
needs. Smith pointed to the
federal government's findings
on treatment as requiring sig
nificant new funds. "In August,
the federal government recom
mended AZf treatment for
hundreds of thousands of in
fected people who have not yet
shown serious symptoms,"
Smith said.
"If we don't find the money
to provide that treatment, we
will pay far higher costs down
the· road as people become dis
abled, stop worldng, and need
hospital care. The President's
budget provides no new funds
- for treatment. It is penny-Wise
and pound-foolish," Smith continued.
The $3 billion figure sup
ported. by the Human Rights
Campaign Fund was developed
by the National Organizations
Responding to AIDS (NORA)
coalition.

AIDS
SUJitchboard
458-AIDS
HIV Counseling

.

Support Groups

�/
OC

Medical, Dental, and Legal
Referrals
Emergency Assistance
A Service of the Aid to End AIDS Committee funded by the
Tennessee Dept. of Health and Environment

Palm Beach County became
the first county in Florida to
prohibit discrimination in hous
ing, the financing of housing,
and public accommodations
when the Palm Beach County
Commission -amended its fair
housing laws in Jan 16.
"For the first time since the
anti-Gay Anita Bryant crusade
in 1977, some Gay men and
Lesbian Floridians are able to
enjoy equal protection under the
law," said Rand Hoch, attorney
�or the Palm Beach Country
Human Rights Council. The
Council, along with the Gay
oriented Atlantic Coast Demo
cratic Oub, were the two or
ganizations instrumental in lob
bying for changes in the law.
The new law, which went
into effect in February, prohib
its discrimination based on race,
sex, color, religion, national
. origin, handicap, familial status,
sexual orientation, age or mari
tal status.. The law provides for
civil fines of up to $50,000 for
those who discriminate.
To become a law in Palm
Beach County, an ordinance
must be approved at first read
ing, and be again approved at a
public hearing. Efforts to move
the issue to public referendum
failed.
The Palm County law In
cludes three classes not pro
tected by Jederal law- sexual
orientation, marital status, and
age.
·

Cleve Jones Steps
Down as "Names
Project" Head

San Francisco; CA- Qeve
Jones, founder of the NAMES
ProjeCt: Foundation an origi
nator of the AIDS Memorial
Quilt, has announced-his resig
nation as executive director.
Although Jones is no longer re
sponsible for the day-to-day op
eration o.fthe NAMES Project,
he will remain with the organi
zation to take the lead on sev
eral projects, including the re
cently announced HIV Life
Center, a building to house the
Quilt and other HIV-related
service organizations.
"I'm looking forward to many
new NAMES Project endeav
ors, especially the HIV Life
Center," said Jones. "And I'm
looking forward to worldng with
the new executive director."
"The change signals our
growth as an organization , "

d

said Managing Director David
Lemos who now has been named
Acting Executive Director.
"Cleve and I have been quietly
talking about this for the past
several months, as plans for the
building have moved steadily
forward."
The HIV Life Center is being
established in conjunction with
Trinity Methodist Church to
develop an HIV Center that
would house a wide variety of_
non-medical HIV services and
also provide workshop, office,
and display space for the
NAMES Project. The site is near
the present NAMES Project
location in San Francisco's
Castro district The new build
ing is to be constructed on the
lot where the Trinity Methodist
Church once stood.
Lemos continued, "It just
wasn't practical for Cleve to
manage both the Project's op
eration and the Life Center work.
This will allow us to continue
focusing on our objects for 1990
and beyond-to display the
Quilt as much as possible-and
still work towards the building."

launch a "task force for the
preservation of the heterosex
ual ethic."
Parents FLAG, compos
largely of parents of Gay chil
dren, has more than 200 chap
ters and contacts throughout the
country. A number of Protes
tant ministers have sat on its
board of directors, and its hon
orary directors include a Meth
odist bishop, two Episcopal
clergymen, and four others
ministers and rabbis.
Rev. William Sloan Coffin
president of the SANE-Freez
C�paign for Global Security,
pomted out that the Biblical
proscription against homosexu
ality can also be found, in the
same terms (an "abomination")
and in the same book of Lev
iticus, as that against eating pork.
"Clearly, it is not Scripture
that creates hostility to homo
sexuality, but rather hostility to
homosexuality that prompts
certain Christians to retain a few
passages from an otherwise
discarded law code," he said.

ed

�

Women's ·M usic
Parents Confront & Comedy Fest
Traditional Values Slated
Robin Tyler Productions will
Coalition
present the 7L'l Annual South

','My Gay son's expression of
love is, for him, just as natural,
healthy, and moral as that of his
non-Gay brother and sisters," a
member of Parents and Friends
of Lesbians and Gays told a
cheering Washington, D. C. pro
Gay rally in January.
Parents FLAG was one of a
coalition of religious, activist,
and medical groups responding
to a move by a California-based

fundamentalist organization to
take its anti..Qay message na
tionwide.
The speakers were especially
critical of the fundamentalists'
attempts to promote psychother
apy as a way to "cure" homo
sexuality, and to claim religious
and family values as their pri
vate domain.
"We are members of close
knit families who are pro-fam
ily in every sense," said Parents
FI:.AG member Laurie Coburn.
"We respect the right of each of
our children to be who he or she
authentically is.
''To me, it is those who do not
respect that right who really are
undermining society's basic val
ues."
Coburn was one of several
speakers at a rally and press
conference responding to a
Washington meeting of the
Traditional Values Coalition to
...,l

I

.1

em Women's Music & Comedy
Festival May 24-28 in the north
east Georgia mountains about
80 miles from Atlanta.
Held on 200 wooded acres,
the private camp has cabins, a
large lake, tennis courts, and
showers.
Among the many performers
appearing this year will be Holly
Near, Kate Clinton, Dianne
Davidson, Sue Fink, Betty, Two

Nice Girls, and the. Sensible

Pumps.
Speakers will include Ur
vashi V aid, Executive Director
of the National Gay & Lesbian
Task Force; Patricia- Ireland,
Executive Director of NOW;
and Paula Ettlebrick, Director
of the Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund.
Ticket prices range from$120
to $200 and includes music,
comedy, crafts, sports, dancing,
workshops, camping, food, and
fun. Camping, cabin, and R.V.
spaces are available. Child care
will be provided.
This festival, the largest of its
kind in the South, is accessible
to disabled women and inter
preted for the hearing impaired.
For more information and an
application form, send an ad
dressed, stamped envelope to
SWMCF, 15842 Chase St.,
Sepulveda, CA 91343 or phone
(818) 893-4075, weekdays.

'' '.l.'l�t;

Sodomy Repeal
Fails in Georgia

Atlanta, GA- The Georgia
House of Representatives re
jected a move Feb. 2 to repeal

the state's "ancient statute" that
outlaws sodomy, drawing con
demnation from the National

Gay and Lesbian Task Force
(NGLTF),local activists and the
media. Atlanta activists vowed
to press for sodomy repeal in
1991, and blasted homophobic
remarks made by Georgia's
Speaker of the House during the
course of the bill.
The repeal bill, sponsored by
Cynthia McKinney(D-Atlanta),
would have exempted all con

senting adults from prosecution
under the sodomy law. McKin
ney's father, Billy (D-Atlanta),
had introduced a bill that would
have criminalized only Gay sex.

OnFeb. 1, the House Special
Judiciary Committee voted 7-3
to send Cynthia McKinney's bill
to the oor. But, the younger
McKinney's bill was amended

f!

to resemble her father's Gay
only bill. Even that bill proved
to be too much for the Georgia
lawmakers·, whichquickly killed

the bill, 64-44.
Before the vote, House
Speaker Tom Murphy, told the

Atlanta Constitution-Journal he

didn't "know enough about
sodomy to talk about it." In
response to an Atlanta Gay and
Lesbian demonstration against

sodomy laws onJan. 8,Murphy

said,"Those Gay people, I didn't
go around them. I didn't want to
get too close."

"Tom Murphy and

other

lawmakers don't want to get too
close to voting against a repres

sive sodomy law," said Cathy
Woolard, president of the Geor

gia ACLU Gay and Lesbian
Rights Chapter. "But they'll

have to, because we'll be meet
ing with legislative sponsors to

go over the vote count and plan
our strategy for

1991. We will

be back."
Sue Hyde, NGLTF Privacy

Project director who worked

closely with the Georgia activ

ists on the repeal effort, ob
served,"Legislators are allergic
to casting votes in favor of pri
vate, consensual sex- whether
it's to repeal a sodomy law or

mandate AIDS education in

schools."
In its post-vote editorial, The

Atlanta Constitution said of
Speaker Tom Murphy, "Igno

rance is a fully plausible ex

plantion for [the sodomy] vote,

though it is no comfort to be
confronted so brazenly by a

legislator boasting of his stu

pidity."

continuedfrom page 1

an effort to head off a Helms

amendment.

The Helms amendment,
overwhelming! y defeated in the

(1) The homo
sexual movement threatens the
strength and the survival of the
American family as the basic
unit of society; (2) State laws
prohibiting sodomy should be
enforced; (3) The federal gov-

ernment should not provide
discrimination protections on
the basis of" sexual orientation;"
and (4) School curriculums
should not condone homosexu
ality as an acceptable ·lifestyle
in American society.

Voting against the bill were
Senators William Armstrong
(R-CO), Gordon Humphrey (R
NH), Trent Lon (R-MS), and
Jesse Helms.
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Memphis Outdoors Group Announces
Spring Schedule
After

twp

organizational

Shelby Forest outing April 22nd

ested in this group to join them

doors organization for Gays and

opportunities for cycling, horse

bian Community Center Sun

schedule of events for the early

etc. and should be a great way to

acquainted and discuss upcom

meetings, Memphis' new out

Battle Scars To Premiere
The premiere of Battle Scars,
a new drama by local playwright

group that wpuld give men and

at 8 PM. There is limited seat

women in Memphis a chance to

ing and some tickets will be
available at the door.

share their enjoyment of the

Vance

pears to be stable and mutually

fulfilling-Drey, an outwardly

gruff and inwardly caring man,

paired with August, a man more
understanding than blunt, more

educated and patient. They share
strong feelings for one another

and a common bond as Leather

men. Den-Nickolas Smith plays
Ben, the young friend of Au

gust, who is developing a fasci

nation with the leather lifestyle.
There are differences of opin
ion as to whether Ben really
understands anything about his
friends' lifestyle and conflicts
arise. The effect on the three's
·relationships forms the plot,
further complicated by Taz,

played by Kerrel Ard, who is

attracted to Drey and oblivious

to his relationship.

Matt Pres/ey(left), Vance Reger, and
Den-Nicko/as Smith (kneeling)
rehearse a scene from Battle Scars.
Kerrel Ard (not pictured) rounds out
the cast.

Some very intense and seri

ous situations will be portrayed

by means of graphic depiction

and uncensored language.· The

Monday evening performance

will be a benefit for the Mem
phis Gay and Lesbian Commu
nity Center. The theatre rental
for this performance is being
sponsored by the Memphis Gay
Coalition. The Wings club has
committed to sponsor the open

ing night performance and ,
Women of Leather will sponsor
the closing evening on Tues

activities to be included in the

ing a wide range of interests, al
lowing almost everyone to take

part. Similar groups elsewhere

in the country have successfully
organized everything from cy
cling events that attract hun

dreds annually in the Northeast,

hilGng expeditions throughout
the world, national get-togeth

ers with many different types of
activities, as well as simple
picnics and volley ball games.

. The first events scheduled for
i:he spring are a get-acquainted
visit to the local zoo in late

March and a visit to Shelby
Forest Park in late April. The

be directed by Vincent Astor.

'feast at a local restaurant. The

zoo visit March 31st at 11 A.M.

will be followed by a barbecue

ing events. Please call Tom at

About Memphis

would like to invite anyone inter-

27471847 or Dale at 276-0275

for more information. '

·

Me·mphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center Update
by Ken Horton

of this area, supported by men

day. The rest of the proceeds

will benefit L. G. Productions
for future efforts. The play will

Out and

that there will be enough sup

group's schedule, encompass�

day, March 11th at 2 P.M. to get

welcome Spring to Memphis.

Your Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center is

port from the Mtmphis com
munity to allow many different

at the Memphis Gay and Les

back riding, hiking, volleyball,

outdoors with a friendly and

diverse group. Everyone hopes

Reger play the Gay couple in
whose apartment the story takes
place. Their relationship ap

spring and has named itself

discussed the potential of a

prices will be $5, performances

and

a

At the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center ill
January, an enthusiastic group

Main, downtown. Ticket

Presley

announced

Memphis."

place March 18, 19, and 20 at
Theatre Works, located at 414

Matt

has

appropriately "Out and About

Den-Nickolas Smith, will take .

S.

Lesbians

at 1 P.M. will offer a picnic and

with pamphlets from many
groups. A volunteer staff per- .
son can also advise you of the
events which are taking place or

now actively serving the needs

put you in contact with some
one who will. If you have a
group that is interested in using

and women from the entireMidSouth. It has become a reflec-

tion of the richness, and diversity of our community.

the space please leave word with
a staff member.

The center is having more

and more functions, some spon-

sored by the center's staff and

others sponsored by ·various
groups. Every month we are

approached by a new person or

_

Western dance lessons and
video nights are on alternating

Thursday evenings and the first
Saturday of the month pot-luck
is at 7:.00 P.M. the next one

group to provide space for another function.

being on March 3. These are

The gen eral hours are in the ad

third Saturday of every month
at 11:30 A.M. and all are wei
come. See you soon!

If you have not seen the
MGLCC, please prop by, the
best time bei11g on weekends.
in this newspaper. We. have a
large buJJetin board and table

great times to introduce yourself to other people and dis
cover all that the center has to
offer. Board meetings are the

Brothers & Sisters
Bowling League Standings
The Brothers and Sisters Gay Mixed Bowling League
bowls at Big Daddy's Poplar Plaza Lanes on Friday evenings
at 9:15PM. The leagile has 14 teams with four members on

each team. While new teams cannot be added this season,

subtitute bowlers are accepted -every Friday night except

position nights. Five lanes are set aside for open bowling, so
stop by and substitute, open bowl, or just watch. We're sure
you'll haw fun!
Standings as of January 19, 1990

Won

Team

Lost

20

1. Simply Delicious

2. Stiff Competition
3. Up-N Coming
4. KingPins

8

19

9

17

11
11

10

18
17

5. nis Laners
6. Ju!:.t Fer ,':='l}n, Hun'
7. Good'h inners

14.5
13

16.5
15

14
14.5

14

8. Hallelujah Hooters
9. Lucky ThJ ·�\�en
·10. WK �:owlers

13.5
13

12. 1raveliu' 'T'rojans

11
10

14. To Be Annorinced

3

11. Half-NL'ts

15
17
15

21

7

13. The Orphans

25

Team siandings are determined by total pin scores.
For more information on the Brothers & Sisters Bowling
League, call Tony or Mark at 726-�890.
_ . ..
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St. Jude Develops
Anti Pneumocystis
Drug

ATEAC To Offer Stop
AIDS Training
will

A group of 10-20 people
spend 30 hours over the week
end of Apri120-22, 1990 being
trained in the STOP AIDS model
of AIDS and
prevention.
STOP AIDS Leadership
training is an intensive, week
end experience designed to
prepare key volunteers for lead
ership roles within the local
STOP AIDS community organ
izing project.
The weekend is designed to
accomplish the following goals:
1. Thoroughly familiarize
participants with the STOP
AIDS model of AIDS preven
tion and with the STOP AIDS
meeting outline.
2. Assist participants to de
velop the qualities needed for
leadership in the project, espe
cially in the role of group facilitator

The

ST

HIV

STOP AIDS meetings are one
evening, peer-led, small group
discussions held for members
of a specific risk group who
have common issues around
AIDS risk behavior. The meet
ings are carefu:lly structured to
foster an atmosphere of safety
and encourage open conversa
tion where participants may
share their experiences of living
with the AIDS epidemic. Usu
ally participants feel less iso
lated, learn from each other
about coping with changes in
risk behavior and feel social
support for those changes. The
aim of this discussion is to
empower participants to recog
nize their individual contribu
tion to community standards, to
reach their own conclusions
about their responsibility for risk
behavior and to take personal
action about AIDS prevention.
ATEAC's entry into the
STOP AIDS Project is being
funded by the Tennessee Dept.
of Health and Environment
through a grant from the Cen
ters for Disease Control in At
lanta. It will target Gay men
initially. Once the model-is in
place, other groups (women,
youth, ethnic minorities, etc.)
be trained and targeted as
well.
,
If you are interested in be-·
coming involved in the STOP
AIDS Project, call 458-AIDS to
obtain more information about
the training.

·

3. Give participants ample
opportunity to identify and
explore personal experiences
about AIDS so that these may
be used advantageously in their
work with the Project.
4. Convey to participants the
importance of community or
ganizing as an AIDS prevention
tool and provide them with an
experience of this technique.
5. Bond the participants into
a working group of volunteers
who know and trust one another
and who take personal respon
sibility for accomplishing to
goals of the project.
6. To allow participants to
understand the roles needed in
the Project (i.e.) group leaders,
office coordinators, community
organizers), to identifytheirown

will

particular talents and to provide
an opportunity for each to com
mit to a particular role in the
project.

common among people with
AIDS and others with impaired
immune systems. Pfizer Inc. will
market the drug.

HIV+s get benefit
fromAZT
USA Today reports that
people who carry HIV but aren't
sick yet might get more pro
longed benefit from the drug
AZT than patients with full
blown AIDS. Burr o u g hs
Wellcome, manufacturer of
AZT, told a government panel
Jan 30 that symptomless people
develop fewer drug-resistant
strains of the virus while under
Azr.

Vaccine Progress

FDA Approves
Fungal Drug
The Food and Drug Admini
stration has approved the drug
flu,.c99��J.t[Qr_:Qlvg

�cygrt�

P

_

Early positive results are
being reported for HGP-30, the
first U.S. AIDS vaccine de
signed to protect against all
strains of the disease and check.
its progress in those already
infected. The vaccine is being
developed by CEL-SCI Corp
and Alpha 1 Biomedical Inc.
HGP-30 is being tested in Brit
ain, where 24 male volunteers
have completed immunizations
with no toxic effects. HGP-30 is
a totally synthetic material con
tainmg no live virus.

.

A potential new drug in the
battle against AIDS-related in
fections being tested at s t. u
J de
Children's Research Center has
proved to be 100% effective at
preventing pneumocystis pneu
monia which afflicts about 75%
of people with AIDS.
According to Dr. Walter
Hughes who directs AIDS re
search at St u
J de, animal stud
ies have shown the drug to be as
good as any drugs they have
compared to it
Researchers have completed
preliminary trials on animals and
set to begin trials on PWA's
soon.
"If we can prevent pneumocystis in AIDS patients, we
could probably double their
lifespan without doing anything
else," Dr. Hughes said in a
Commercial Appeal interview.
Although St. Jude research
ers have developed several drugs
to treat pneumocystis, the latest
drug is the only one which actu
ally kills the protozoa which
causes it. In addition to AIDS,
pneumocystis also affects
people whose immune systems
have been suppressed by cancer
or leukemia chemotherapy.
Phase one drug trials in
humans are set to be completed
in February.
The new drug is cauea
hydoxynaJphthoquinone or
566C, was formulated by·
Wellcome Research Laborato
ries in Britain to combat ma
laria. When used against pneu
mocystis, the drug actually kills
it, while others drugs merely
inactivate it. If the drug is ap

Health Officials Worried by
AIDS Infection Rates

will

·

Tennessee public health offi
cials are concerned by the
infection rates among young
African.:American women. An
ongoing surveillance study has
revealed that .24% of African
American babies born in Nash
ville have antibodies to HIV
according to Bernie Ellis, direc-·
tor of surveillance and seropre
valence. The study suggests that
24 in 10,000 women of child
bearing age are infected. This
compares with a rate of 15 per
10,000 in Memphis and 14 per
10,000 nationally.
Ellis said the rate of infection
among black mothers jumped
from 1 per 1,000 in April 1989
to 2.5 per 1,000 in November.
Estimates of AIDS infection
among young women were
based on testing babies born in
Shelby County for antibodies to
HIV. Thirty to 50% of babies
born to mv infected mothers
are actually infected with the
virus.
In Mississippi the rate is
similar. Twenty-three in 10,000

HIV

are

proved, it may mean that people
who have had pneumocystis
not have to continuously take a
preventative.
The drug was reportedly
100% effective in preventing
pneumocystis and shows no
toxicity, iil the animal studies
even in large doses.

'tiiillllliilii'
�

·

babies born in a three month
period in Mississippi between
September and November also
tested positive. Blood samples
from Mississippi newbonis were
tested at the Tennessee state
laboratory.
Ellis indicated that the up
ward trend among Black women
is particular evident. He indi_.
cated that the percentages were
lower than those of some states,
notably Florida where rate of
160 per 10,000 were reported.
According to The Commer
cial Appeal, 15 of the 10,973
Mississippi newborns tested
positive for AIDS. Three in
fants were white and 12 were
African-American.
HIV infection rates among
people tested at sexually trans
mitted disease clinics were .
considerably higher than those
tested in other settings. In Mis
sissippi, Hinds ·County and
Jackson have the highest rates.
Those places also lead the· state
in sexually transmi!ted disease
cases.

ATEAC Financial Statement
1Dcome S1a- for ATE.AC
July 1, 1989. Jammy 31. 1990
Geucml

PWA

FuDd

rTc*l Coclri
• Jadividuala & CGrpcnliml
T olall'auDdltioas & T�
Spec:WE-.·Nct�
TotaiATE.ACSpocialEveat

butioaa

$8.316.93

Tlalllfcr &om Savinp or CD

Reimbunements

Income

$3,1m.OO
$5;58658

$690.25

$584.24
$622.63
$201.70
$182.50
$135.25

Total Educitional Supplies
Total Switchboard Telephone Expense
Total USPS Postage Expense
Total Other Shipping
Total Rent

$117.10

$2,219.29

$10.00
$1.413.88

Total Liscensing & Permits
Total Utilities

Total Care of Buildings & Grounds
Total Building Equipment/Furnishings
Total Printing
Total Advertising
Total Confe�ru:es & Meetings

$845.95
$298.50

$574.20
$510.73
$312.00

$9,147.10
$656.00
$1,264.94
$3,743.80
$34.47
$1,252.91

Total Assistance/Rental Payments
Total Assistance/Financial
Total Assistance/Medical
Total Assistance/Utilities
Total Assistan<#Clothing & Personal
Total Other Assistance

$175.00
$708.30
$456.11
$841.54
$501.76
$84.00
$4,006.00

Total Organization Dues
Total Major Equipment Purchases
Total Misa:I14neous Expenses
Total Special Event Expenses
Total Auction Expense
Total ATEAC Special Event Expenses
Transfer to Savings

$279.56

$24,032.48
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$5.58658
$26,626.10
$1.045.26

$7.416.76 $14,813.Q7
$4,567.24
$150.64
$209.48
$690.25
$1,024.61
37
.
$440
$425.13 $1,164.86
$1.356.54 $1,558.24
$426.00
$243.50
$150.25
$15.00
$2,219.29
$10.00
$2,259.83
$298.50
$574.20
$666.60 $1,177.33
$45.45
$45.45
$1,056.20 $1,368.20
$9,147.10
$656.00
$1,264.94
$3,743.80
$34.47
$1,252.91
$175.00
$708.30
$456.11
$841.54
$501.76
$363.56
$4,006.00

Total Office Supplies

'

$11,153.01
$1,504.00

$7.396.31
$4,567.24
$S8.84

Total FICA (Social Security Taxca)
Total Hcahh Insurance

'

$11,153.01
$1,504.00

$12,857.01 $S,S86.S8 $57.431.88

Expe��St�

•J ' '
• I 1 l� '

$8,S16.93

$38,988.29

Total Professional Salariea
Total FedellllIncanc Tax

Total Expenses_

Tolal

$Dl.OO

$26,626.10
$1,045.26

Inc:pmc,(Dcficit) �r �peilses

St8o

FuDd

$3,CXX>.OO

Side <lo¥cmman GIIDII
Tolal

FuDd

lt4.9ss.sr'
l • I

�
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$19,859.62 $11,816.19 $55,708.29
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able not only to people with
AIDS, but also to health profes
sionals, therapists, ministers,
by Jean Hofacket, Coordinator Special Ser¥ices
family members, co-workers,
spouses, caregivers - every
Books! Videos! Brochures! AIDS.
one touched by AIDS. Take
****
Magazine articles and more..
These Broken Wings and Learn
your public library has AIDS
AIDS: The Women (Inez
To Fly (Steven Dietz and M.
information in a variety of forms. ReiderandPatriciaRuppelt, ed.) JaneParkei'Hicks) is "expressly
You can drop in to see what we has been �alled "the definitive for those who are ready to come
have or give us a call (725- collection of our experiences as to terms with the reality ofAIDS
8801) if you have questions but women whose lives are touched and our social survivaL The au
don't have the time to get to the byAIDS."This challenging and thors have combined current
library.
engaging book moves between medical knowledge with expert
Brochures All of the pub- the ordinary and the heroic and psychological counsel. Whether
lie libraries in Memphis/Shelby
gives voice to the experiences we are affected directly or indi
County have a variety of bro- of the women who are family, rectly, this book will change
churesthat you-can read there or lovers, caretakers, PWA's, and perceptions. There is hope and
take away with you (no check- activists. Mother , Do You Know that hope m!lst be communiout - no return) to read later or What AIDS Is? (Anne Serabian). cated."
share with a friend. Some of gives the story of a family,espe
Videos... on AIDS and re
them are: The ABC's .of AIDS, cially a mother and son, living lated issues include: AIDS:
Don't Get Stuck With AIDS, with AIDS. The narrative gives Answers for Everyone, a series
Talking With Your Partner
an overview of the impact of of informative interviews with
About Using Condoms, Teens AIDS on daily living while the medical authorities,PWA 's and
and AIDS! Why Risk It, Decidjournal entries made during family membersthat offers facts
ing About Sex... The Choice to
Tom's illness provide an in about AIDS accurately and
Abstain, How to Talk to Your
tensely personal glimpse of a easily. Doors Opening: A Posi
Children about AIDS.
family struggling with the daytive Approach To AIDS shares
Books... For Children...
to-day realities in the world of the love, insights, and healing
Understanding AIDS (E than A. AIDS. AIDS: A Self-Care
processes of Louise Hay's
Lerner) and Know About AIDS Manual (AIDS Project Los Wednesday nightAIDS groups.
(Margaret 0. Hyde). Both give Angeles) is a comprehensive And How To Avoid Catching
basic information about AIDS guidebook that covers all as AIDS: Safe Sex for Men and
for children 4-6.
pects of AIDS Management, Women, hosted by Morgan
Books for teens include:
with contributions by leading Fairchild, explains what AIDS
AIDS: Trading Facts for Fears experts in the field. AIDS Proj
is, how it is transmitted and
A Guide For Teens (Karen ectLosAngeleshasdrawn upon
changes in behavior that can
Hein), Sex Drugs and AIDS its extensive experience to pro
help protect against AIDS.
(Oralee Wachter) and Lynda duce a practical, medically au
Madaras Tasks to Teens About thoritative reference book, valu-

-From the Library

ATEAC Caseload, Financial
Asssistance Triples
·

Although recent studies seem
to indicate a slowing of theAIDS
epidemic nationwide, financial
assistance to people with AIDS
(PWA's) from the Aid to E nd
AIDS Committee has more than
tripled in the past few months
·
(see graph below).

ATEAC is the only social
service agency in the city which
specifically targets people with
AIDS for services.·
According toProgram Super
visor,Angie Dagastino, the bulk
of clients who need financial
assistance need it for such ba
sics as rent and utilities. "In the
current fiscal year, we've spent
over $7,000 more on PWA as
sistance than we've taken in for
that purpose," Dagastino said.
She indicated that the deficit
has been made up from reserves
created by a Consolidated Fed
eral Campaign donation two
years ago.
Although ATEAC still re
ceives funding for its educa
tional programs from the Ten
nessee Dept of Health and
E nvironment, direct . service
monies, such as those needed
for patient assistance, are scarce.
"We rely on the generosity of
the public. Without private
donations, we'd be unable to
provide even the basics,"
Dagastino said.
Donations from the public,

the proceeds of the Annual
ATEAC Auction, monthly
AIDS Awareness nights, and
special events are all earmarked
for the Patient Assistance Fund.
During the past year, special
events such as the Wagette's,

Pipeline, and George's benefits
have brought in about $12,000.
George's has been donating the
door charges of its Wednesday
nights since December-an
amount totalling over $2000
alone. The single largest con
tributor to thePatientAssistance
Fund was Trixie Thunderpussy
who singlehandedly raised thou-

"In the current fiscal
J.ear, we've spent over
"$7,000 more on PWA
assistance than we've
taken in for that pur
pose."-Ang�e Dagastino
sands of dollars for the fund.
Although the number of
clients seeking fmancial assis
tance has iQcreased dramati
cally, the amount dispensed on
a per client basis has fallen. "Of
necessity, we've had to be better
at screening our clients and
networlcing with other agencies
which can provide some of the
ll$Sistance we previously pro
vided." stated Dagastino. She
noted the state's AZf program
and the cooperation of other
agencies in providing ·needed
prescription drugs for some
clients. "Whenever" we can get
someone else to pay for a serv7
ice, we save that money for
someone else who needs it," she
said.

Tax-deductible contributions
can be made to ATEAC, P. O.
Box 40389, Memphis, TN
38174-0389. Memorials and
honorariums are acknowledged
to the person of the donor's
choice.

$5000
$4665.27

$4500
$4000

r---

Project Inform, A San Francisco community based AIDS
Information clearinghouse has
presented the results to date of
their unofficial study and monitoeing on the experimental anti-

among most patients, seven of
51 patients monitors for toxic
ity developed. central nervous
system side effects. These CNS
disorders ranged from tempo
rary confusion to coma causing

cells to pump out the virus,"
said Project Inform Co-director
Martin Delaney. " lt does noth
ing about the cells which are
already infected. [Compound]
Q, on the other hand, effectively

AIDSdrugknownasCompound- Project Inform to caution that kills off any cells that appear to
Q.Although the drug does not Compound Q is a potent drug be infected, but it has no impact
appear to be the miraculous that shotildbe only administered on free virus in the blood, which
"magic bullet" some had hoped
under a physician's care and in the absence of other treat
for, preliminary results from ideally in a hospital setting. All ment you would assume would
toxicity and efficacy tests be- those experiencing nervous cause the infection to return."
gun last May suggest the Com- system side effects responded
The hope is, according to
pound Q may be a powerful to corrective drug therapy.
Delaney, "AZfwould cover one
new weapon in the fight against
"AZT has the limitation in Achilles' heel of Compound Q,
HIV.
that it only interferes with the and Q would cover an area AZf
Project Inform officials said infeCtion of new cells and the doesn't touch.
thatthep24 antigen level�ch · abiliey of those newly infected
.� -.-------.
____ .
...;.___
.
. ____
...,.;.:...
�: •
measures HIV viral acnyity) .. .._showed a substantial and "siJs-,
·
of the 15 patients that could be ·; ,
evaluated.
Those for _whom the T�ll
data was available showed mcreases in that measure of
immune system response ranging from seven to 1o1 %.
�le the �rug, which was
.
admllllStered Ill an Intravenous
drip three times a w�k, seems
tO be tOlerated relatiVely Well

.
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Social Evenings of Support
for People Affected by AIDS
(That's All of Us, Folks!)
Watch. for an event in April
Call the Gay Switchboard
for details (324-GAYS)
·

Funded by the Aid to E nd AIDS Committee

ATEAC Assistance to Persons With A��-�-..-..�-���:��:�
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Congressional Post Card
Campaign Underway
Washington, D.C.- A massive post

CIVIL

card campaign to increase support for

THE'\\•EXcLUSIVE BISEXUAL LINE

Miit§iE11t•l\';*l•111(·1464•1el§�jt•1ef·E�$i•1if?k1eJW
Your choice
LIVE ONE ON ONE REMATCH
OR BULLETIN BOARD

RIGHTS

the federal Gay and Lesbian Civil Rights
Bill in the U.S. Congress has been

launched by the National Gay and Les

bian Task Force (NGLTF).
The post card campaign, part of

NGLTF's commemoration of the 15th

anniversary of the introduction of the
Gay rights bill, is targeted at virtually

FOR LESB"""�S .-\.�'D GAYS
f:amp&i.,rtl ur��:.,iud by: �•1ionnal f;ay .t "-bi- Ta-4 r.."�
1517 t: s.. llf'. ,-oc ::!OtM)q 120:z• JJ:.!:-6-utJ

every member of the house and senate.

NGLTF urges Gays and Lesbians to
send post cards to their congresspersons

Separate cards for senators and congressman
are part of the NGL TF post card campaign.

and senators.
NGLTF has printed a first-run of

40,000 post cards, half for the house and

effort, which includes letters, National

half for the senate. Each participant fills

Lobby Days in June, and other events.

senators, their own name and address,
writes a personal message, signs the card,

Rights Amendment Act of 1990 (S47 in
the Senate and HR655 in the House),

in the name of their congressperson/

then mails it to the pre-printed address.
Cards require 15¢ postage.

Suggested personal messages include,

"It is time for the U.S. Congress to take
a ·stand agairist all fonns of bigotry and

discrimination. Support the Gay and

Lesbian civil rights bill."

The post card campaign, which will

run through June 1990, is part of an

The bill, officicilly known as The Civil

would prohibit discrimination on the

basis of affectional or sexual orientation

in the areas of housing, employment,
credit, public accommodations, and
federally assisted programs.

To obtain post cards and more infor
mation, write NGLTFPost Card Lobby

ing Campaign, 1517 U St. NW, Wash
ington, D.C., 20009, or call (202) 332-

overall NGLTF Gay rights bill lobbying

6483.

a .99 per minute charge will appear on your phone bill

»R

REFLECTIONS
ail.ce & Showbar
One Night Only - March �3rd
featuring

"Sisters In The Name Of Love"
Starring

Brandy Alexandra
Peach Melba
Agosta Wynd
$5.00 Cover Includes Beer Bust or 1st Drink*
Show times 11:30pm and 1:15am
NOW!
SUDS SUCKING SUNDAYS
$3.00 Beer Bust 6 PM - Midnight (Includes Show)
Dance Floor Open with D.J.
-

COMING IN APRIL
MISS RIVER CITY PAGEANT

*

Fountain Set-ups included on Beer Bust
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Supreme Court Rules:
Military Ban on Gays
Stands
Washington,D.C. - The
Pentagon's ban on Gay men and
women in the military services
was upheld in two Supreme
Court Appeals Feb. 26.
The Court refused, without
comment, to review the mili
tary ban. This action leaves open
the possibility that the Court
may consider a review of the
policy which says "homosexu
ality is incompatible with mill
tary service."
The Court rejected appeals
by Miriam Ben-Shalom who
was denied reenlistment in the
Anny Reserve because she is a
Lesbian, and James M .
Woodward who was removed
from active duty by the Navy.
National Gay rights organi
zations believe they'll get better
treatment from Congress, how
ever.
Ms. Shalom, 41, was a ser
geant in the Anny Reserve in
Milwaukee. She joined the
Reserve in 1974, but was dis
charged in 1976 because she is
an acknowledged Lesbian. A
federal judge had ordered her

WHEN YOU'VE GOTA

reinstatement, and she served
out her enlistment that ended in
August 1988.
Woodward was allowed to
enlist for six years in 1972 in the
Naval Flight Officer Candidate
Program even though he ac
knowledged being sexually at
tracted to men. However,
Woodward says he answered
"no " to a subsequent question
that asked if he had ever en
gaged in homosexual conduct
Woodward w as recom
mended for discharge in 1974
after being seen with a sailor
who was to be discharged for
homosexual conduct in an offi
cers' Oub in the Philippines.
The Anny policy, according
toAssociated Press reports, says
"Homosexuality is incompatible
wit. h military service," and bars
"persons who engage in homo
sexual conduct or who, by their
statements, demonstrate a pro
pensity to engage in homosex
ual conduct." The Seventh U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals up
held the revised policy last
August.

YOU CAN COUNT-ON
US TO DELIVER!

$8.00A YEAR
Mall to Gaze, Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
Please make checks payable to Gaze..

...

Life Insurance "Cash In" Programs May
Gay New Orleans Politician
Become Popular With PWA's
Makes Run-off
After beating sixteen other
candidates in the_primary elec
tions, Louisiana's first openly
Gay politician, Larry Bagneris,
Jr., will face Jacqueline Oark
son, a well-financed candidate
of the conservatives,. in the

Bagneris was awarded the
Harvey Milk Award in Los
Angeles by Christopher Street
West and was honored with the
proclamation of Larry Bagneris
Week in Houston for his work
as president of the Houston Gay

Mareh 3 run-off for a hotly
contested New Orleans City
Council seat. Bagneris received
15% of the total vote with 3,841
votes,only 173 votes away from
the frontrunner.
Bagneris is a New Orleans
native who has been active in
Gay politics nationally as well
as locally in Houston, his one
time residence.
He is a fonner board member
of the National Gay .and Les
bian Task Force and of the Gay
Rights National Lobby. He
served on the planning board of
the first Mareh on W�hington
in 1979. In 1980 he wa8 the first
openly Gay delegate from Texas
to the National Democratic
Convention.

and Lesbian Political Caucus
and as founder of the Gay Pride
Parade and the Gay Hispanic
and Black Caucuses.
Gay activists are elated at the
prospect of_ succeeding Mike
Early, a councilman who voted
against a 1986 Gay civil rights
ordinance because of his con
cern that Gay waiters might
transmit the AIDS virus to cus
tomers. Early did not seek
reelection.
Success in the primary was
due in large pan to the grass
roots efforts of local Gay politi
cal groups and the political ann
of the local NOW chapter.
Bagneris has long been a propo
nent of choice for women.

Use Condom Sense
, for infot;miltion pr help, call 45&AIDS

For people with AIDS and
other tenninal illnesses which
pile up large bills, a new plan
which allows a "cashing in" on
life insurance benefits before
death can be of immense help.
According to Associated

Press reports, a number of
cpmpanies are arranging to buy
the life insurance policies of
tenninally ill patients at a dis
count and then cashing them in
when the patient dies.
Living Benefits, based in
Albequerque, N.M., for ex
ample, will pay 55-80% of a
policy's face value, but requires
the prospective clients prove that
they have 18 months or le� to
live. The amount a person.-can
receive depends on the prevail
ing interest rates. In return,
customers list Living Benefits
as their sole beneficiary.Since last April, at least two
other for-profit companies have
started up: American Life Re
sources Corp.in Miami and Beat
the Grim Reaper International
in New York. Prudential an
nounced last month a plan that
would allow its policyholders
with six.months or less to live to
get the proceeds of their insur-

ance policies before they die.
So far the plan is only available
in 10 states.
Other companies have ap
plied to insurance commissions
for the right to offer such poli
cies. Most of these would only
·

.

allow the policy holder to with
draw no more than half of the
policy'sface value,andthen only
in monthly installments.
Steven Simon, president of
American Life Resources
started accepting applications
last fall and bought its first pol
icy last month. According to
AP,Simon tellshow,asanAIDS
volunteer buddy, the fii:st per-

,, 'i{

son he visited was sleeping on a
bare floor. The man had been
forced to sell his bed.
"This is a story that's being
told every day in every pan of
the country," Simon said.
"People in the prime of their

lives

are

having every dignity

that you and I take for granted
just robbed from them.
Living Benefits claims to
have saved at least six homes
from foreclosure since begin
ning its operations.Living bene
fits has bought about 50 poli
cies, 50 purchases are pending
and about 200 applications are
out, he said.

·A ndy Rooney May Be. ,Back::��-!

_

R �ors that C BS commentator Andy Rooil�y may bC- ret"
.
turnmg to 60 Mmutes were rampant at press time. Rooney
was given a three-month suspension last month after being
�uoted.in The Advo�ate as saying that Blacks were guilty of
watenng down therr genes" and other racially disparaging
remarks. He has consistently denied making such statements.
The Advocate was interviewing him regarding his anti-Gay
comments in a December television special. Rooney stated
that homosexual unions were hazardous to [your] health.
60 Minutes has fallen from third to eleventh place since
Rooney was removed, but it is too early to see if there is any
�nnection. Specu�ation is that if Rooney returns early, it
.
_ CO�Junction w1th
w1ll .be m
an on-air apology. Stay tuned.
..

Alternative
MnSio
for An
Alternative
LifeSt l)le
.

·

$2 � . $1
GEORGE'S
287 South Front Street

..

:'

�: �

. rtenders and .Waiters Wanted at George's
.
. Hours Flexible .
Call Frank at 767-5786· or 526-1 038
.
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leans and Athens, GA. A dance

meeting. The Switchboard had

a changed place.

planned for the three days, with

nition from Volunteers in Ac
tion and had celebrated by hav

Meg Christian. -

The Pendulum was operating

Next month's column will
continue the story of Confer
ence '80.

was scheduled and numerous

. workshops and caucuses were
a highlight being a concert by
Gay Pride Week was a cele

bration like Memphis had never

The 1980 Southeastern Conference

The Takeover of the Holiday
Inn Rivermont
•

company in the country. Leonard Matlovich was famous

by Vincent Astor
We have chronicled several

events of the past which have
effected not only the Gay com
munity of Memphis but the city

as a whole. HeartStrings was
the latest, earlier came Miss Gay

_

Memphis. Ten years after Miss
Memphis another community
wide statement was made at the
fifth annual Southeastern Con

ference of Lesbians and Gay
Men.
The first regional conference

for his discrimination case
against the U.S. Air Force.

Author Lea Hopkins was well
known in the Black community
as an activist for human rights

getting a new lesson in Gay
Pride.

That year, Tsarus celebrated

and Gay and Lesbian rights as

its 3rd anniversary. Apollo and

Black Playboy Bunny at the
Kansas City Playboy club. Art

The revival of the Muscular

well as having been the first

ist Tee Corrine was to present a
slide show and address in the

afternoon.

The theme was "Aware and

GOPS were active social clubs.

Distrophy Benefit was being
planned for Labor Day week
end.. Dignity Memphis

was

scheduling its first" meetings,

tioned pyramid, and a t-shirt

Ron Jordan for offensive char

means of bringing the Lesbians

ers were jollied by offers of

lice

lifestyles. The SEC had moved
once to Atlanta in 1978, its
second move from the eastern

the 80's. The logo was a sec
was designed. Local fundrais

fundraising help from as far
away as Chapel Hill, New Or-

east to have ratified the Equal

Rights Amendment, and be

cause the Tennessee Gay Coali
tion

for

Human

Rights

(TGCHR) was better organized

E.

Winslow

bara's was named Sharon's. J

Wag's hadn't come out yet The

French Connection was open
but the Barracks was not.

More f)mdraisers were held

in Memphis and the organizers
were gearing up to expect sev
eral hundred brothers and sis
ters who would leave Memphis

Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center
1291 Madison Avenue
Hours: Friday 7:00 PM to 12:00 AM
Saturday 10:00 AM to Midnight
Sunday 2:00 PM to 7:00 PM
Some Exceptions Call 276�4651
I

-

• Video Nights: Second & Fourth Thursdays
, 8:00 Gay and Lesbian Subjects. Call 276-4651
• Dance Lessons: F:irst & Third T hursdays 7:30
• Center Potluck - First Saturday 7:00 PM
For Volunteer Staffing Opportunities Call 276-4651
Monthly Meetings, Third S�turday 12:00 Noon
All Welcome

booked to speak at-·a Coalition

statement or Purpose

�iacK ana White Men Together of Memphis, Tnc. is a Gay interracial

organization committed to fostering supportive environments
wherein racial and cuttural barriers can be overcome and the goal of
human equality realized. To these ends, we engage in educational,
political, cuttural, and social activities as means of dealing with
racism, sexism, homophobia, and other inequities in our community
and in our lives.

MARCH CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Gaze was brand spanking
new and the aroma of activism

March 5-

was heady. Plans began to be
formulated in February for the
Conference to be held in Au

March 11

-

March 24-

(now the Rivermarlc.) had been
booked for the Conference. The

Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering a A Full Range Of Gynecological Care
1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

This Month at

Potluck Brunch/Board Meeting,
Ed's, 11 AM

Memphis' most prominent ho
tels, the Holiday Inn Rivermont .

...

M E:MPH-IS
CE:NTE:R FOR
RE:PRODUCTI\1€
H-E:ALTH-

C/R Discussion Group, Irwin's,
7:30

gust.By the March issue, one of

Potluck C/R Discussion Group,

G�MJ�

Monday, March 19, 8 PM

Irwin's, 7:00 pm
March 26-

largest and splashiest Miss Gay
Memphis ever had already been

Monthly Meeting, Main Library,
7:30

held there in the early 70's and
the facilities were considered
excellent.

March 31 -

Ba r Playsh op, Apartment Club,
10pm

In April, llarbara Grier, Lea
Hopkins and Leonard· Matlovich were announced as keynote
speakers. Barbara Grier cofounded Naiad Press, the larg�

es
J�bian-femirustpublisl]!p_g__ _

director

"Buddy" Chapman had been

An JnterracJar·Gay Organization 10r All People

in Memphis than in NaShville,
where it was founded.

.· ____

acterizations on FM-100. Po

.BLACK&W-HITE.
MEN TOGETHER

region, from Maryland to Flor

was the only state in the south-

uted to the firing of disc jockey

fTielfiPh/S.

ida and west to Texas. Memphis

tion, for the fact that Tennessee

where Reflections is now. Bar

1r
· ---;;;;;;;;;;;;;;l,.
�-���,---------�
.---:-i't

states was to Memphis. Its tar
get area was the southeastern

was selected for its central loca- .

ing a party at the Schlitz Belle.

Ride on June 27. Memphis was

was founded in 1976 by the

and Gay men in the Southeast
together in the celebration and
struggle of Lesbian and Gay

.. ,

With Gay Oients,"· a 'benefit at
the Psych-Out for Conference
'80, the Mr. Sharon's contest
and the very first Gay River

and had grown in five years to

Carolina Gay Associati,on as a

'·

fessionals Work Constructively

Active" reflecting the tone of
the Lesbian/Gay movement of

an attendanc� of about 2000. It

,

Picnic, a seminar at Memphis
State concerning ''Helping Pro

Integrity had a PO box, and we
had a strong MCC. Complaints .
from Gay listeners had contrib

originated in Chapel Hill, NC,

'·

seen: a yard sale fundraiser for
the SEC, the first Gay Pride

received a certificate of recog

GayRap Participants Will Attend
"Battle Scars"
ANew Play by
Den-Nickolas Smith
at

For d�tails: Call Ed (452-5894), Irwin (726-1461)
or writ�- BWMT/Memph'IS, p 0 . Box 41773 ,
·�-��p-�r�! IN-��� 74:]!..��.
.

_ �

.

_

.. �-·-·

Theatre Works
414 S. Main Street
Admission $5

.

-

-
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"Knight Light": The Condom For The 90's
Somerville, MA

-

American bed

man, "We see an extraordinary need in

rooms will never be the same. "Knight

this country to ease the issues of safer

Light", a revolutionary new glow-in

sex and condoms. If we can help to make

the-dark condom, will add spice, humor,

condoms fun, then people will talk about
them and feel more relaxed about using

and a brand new dimension to the night
life of many American couples.

them." Partner, Davin Wedel continues,

Manufactured by Custom Condoms,

"The statistics about AIDS and unwanted

a division of the Puria Group, Inc. of

pregnancies are staggering. This coun

Somerville, Massachusetts, the "Knight

try is in a crisis situation and our goal is
to make condoms a part of our everyday.
lives, like vitamins or toothpaste."

Light" latex condoms will glow brightly
for up to fifteen minutes, with an after
glow lasting over five hours. To achieve

If we can help to make con
doms fun, then p_eople will talk
about them ana feel more relaxed about using them.

the "glow-in-the-darlc" luminescence,
one just has to hold the "Knight Light"
condom up to a light for a few seconds,
then turn the light off - and "rise and

The Lines
Dedicated
to ·America's
Hottest Men.
Listen and Leave
Messages
With Other
Discreet Men.

·

shine." The non-toxic "Knight Light"

-

condoms are manufactured of high qual

The two-year old safer sex company

ity latex and are safe to use. "Knight
Light" condoms will be marlceted as a
novelty product until the condoms re

produces a variety of speciality condom
products, including packaging name
brand latex condoms in oversized match

ceive government approval from the
Federal Drug Administration (FDA).
FDA approval will allow this exact same

books emblazoned with �ompany logos
and messages. National clients include
major corporations, universities, ra!Jio

product to be labeled "safe to use for the

stations, night clubs, and organizations.
"Knight Light" condoms will be avail

prevention of pregnancy and disease."
"Knight Lights" are one of many

able in most gift and novelty stores
throughout the United States and Can

condom products being manufactured
and marketed by Custom Condoms, a

ada by mid-March. '!Knight Lights" will
be sold in single packs and will retail for

"safer sex company" in Massachusetts.
Custom Condoms partner, Adam Glick-

about $2.50 each.

WE'RE TRVJtJG 10 REACH YOU!
---

E2iiiiGo

Join The
Memphis Gay
Coa lition
Clip and mail to: MGC, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038
I'd Like to Join the Coalition as:
A Contributing Member ($5.00)
-A Subscribing Member ($8.00, Includes a Subscription to Gaze)
A·sustaining Member ($20.00, Includes a Subscription to Gaze).
_A Household (2 People) ($35.00, Includes- a. Subscription to Gaze)
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Recovering Quickly From
Every Day Upsets

Rehearsing how you are going
by Becky Caperton, M.S.
At seme time in life, every- to cope with that future situ
one suffers the type of emo- ation is a positive way to dis�
tional wound that can take tract yourself. You might de
moqths or years to heal. The cide to make a joke about catch
loss of a friend, the death of a ing every light, make a simple
loved one, or ending of a rela- apology, or just be ready to get
tionship all modify life in far- down to business when you
reaching and unalterable ways. arrive.
The third strategy is to use
The vast majority of life's
emotional hurts, . though, are relaxation techniques to mini
little ones - the garden variety mize your emotional distress or
upsets that can leave you rattled the physiological arousal asso
for a day or two. Still, who wants ciated with it. Sit comfortably
to waste even one day on nega- in your seat and relax all of your
tive emotions? And the more - muscles very quickly until you
hassles we have to deal with, it become like a rag doll, or sim
seems, the more disturbed we . ply close your eyes for 15 sec
are likely to be by the next little onds.
2. That Hurt Feeling. Has a
incident that comes along.
How can you stop those good friend forgotten to send
emotional cuts and scrapes from you a Christmas Card? Did
someone neglect to invite you
turning into a major malady?
to
a party? It's not the fact that
This month and in April, I'm
you
didn't get the card or the
going to talk about some typical, everyday upsets and some invitation that's upsetting, but
tipsfrom expertson howtomake- the negative feeling that goes
a quick recovery. Their sugges- along with it.· A person prone to
lions are specific, but the under- becoming distressed by these
lying principles can be applied situations will go into a whole
internal tirade about the event.
to most of the common hassles
They will say, "This means they
you might encounter.
1. Going Nowhere Fast. don�t think of me, don't care
When you get caught at atraffic about me, don't love me."
light, does your face tum red? They'll think back to similar
There are three general strate- situations inthe pastthat brought
gies for dealingwiththattypeof aboutsimilar feelingsand they'll

·

is
first
situation.
The
behavioral-DOING- some-

thing to minimize .the fiustration. If you're caught at a traffic
light, for instance, you can tum
on the radio to distract yourself,
or roll down the window to get
a breath of fresh air.
The second kind of strategy
is called Cognitive, and refers
to what you think. For example,
tell yourselfpositive statements.
If you are rushing to make an
appointment and get caught at a
light, you can tell yourself, "I'll
make it- it's only one light,
and it only lasts 60 seconds."
Another cognitive strategy is to
distract yourself by thinking
-about a different, morepleasant
scene. If you're really going to
be late, you might want to take
a slightly different approach.In
that case, it's probably not the
traffic jam causing you distress,
but anticipation that s·omething
awful or catastrophic-will hap,.
pen later because of being late.

dwell. on them. Psychologists
refer to that type of thinking as

Don't say "I'll work 40 hours
straight and finish everything,"
or, "I'll do all my shopping next
weekend."
O ne of the best ways to ap
proach· a work overload is to
map out exactly what you've
gotto get done and prioritize the
list. There is no way to deal with
the genecil work overload, but
you can deal with each of ten
tasks individually. That way, at
the end of the day, you can look
. at what you've accomplished
instead of feeling like you failed.
There are too many people who
spend a day being very produc
tive and go home feeling like
they didn't get anything done
because everything isn't fin
ished..
Schedule breaks--periods of
reward to gather each step along
the way. Tell yourself that you
WILL make it through. Appre
ciate that you've made it through
similar situations before and that
you can do it again.
Next month, we'll look at
arguments that occur in a rela
tionship,losing your temper, and
dealing with special occasions
or holidays and the general let
down that occurs following
them.

Gay Women's
Social Group
On a Roll!
by Carol Molder
The Gay Women's Social
Group started the new year·off
with a bang. The January pot
luck was attended by well over
50 socializers. There was tons
of great good, numerous door
prizes, and lots of new faces.
We would like to thankPhyl

§ay <Wom£111�
�of!ia.l §'tOup
·

Game Night
1"�-

�s

c�{u

Saturday

� J"".
l.:t

March 17, 1990
7:00 pm
·

-

10:00 pm

For more information
call Lee at 327-6165

The Memphis Gay Coalttion is of·
. fering these limited edition Gay
Pride T-shirts for only $8 ($7 for
members of MGC). Silk screened
in purple with a pink triangle, these
100% cotton T-shirts will make the
perfect gift - or buy several for
yourseH! They can be purchased at
any MGC or GayRap meeting or by
mail (add $2.00 to cover postage
and handling). Sizes M, L & XL
MGC
P.O. Box3038
Memphis, TN 38173-0038

negative cognitive distortions.
lis and Paula for allowing us the
The strategy for dealing with use of their home for the pot- Now Available at the
that is to catch yourself early on luck andmany thanks to Carolyn
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
in the phase of negative think- for her excellent bartending
ing and try to stop it. Don't tell skills. We also want to thank all
yourself to stop thinking about the businesses and individuals sixty women came out to party Planned games include cards,
it, because as soon as you say it, that gave products and services and dance. We were glad to see Scrabble, Pictionary, trivia, or
over-traveling sisters from Mis- whatever anyone wants to bring.
you'll think moreaboutit. What for the door prizes: Maudie's
you really want to do is think of - Deli (lunch and tickets), Bernie sissippi and Arkansas make the For those that just want to talk,
positive statements- a differ- Gwyn (massage), P&H Cafe trip to party with us. Thanks to there's plenty of room for a
ent way of evaluating the same (lunch), WKRB, MGC, NOW Dixie, Bernie, and Carolyn for conversation area.
It's contesttime Put on your
situation. You can say, "Maybe (T-Shirts), Decadence Manor the great dance music tapes and
the card is late. I've sent late (gift certificate), Barbara's to Jean for her decorating ex- thinking caps. We are going to
pertise on our picture backdrop. have a contest to change the
cards before. And if I don't get (bottle of vodka), Big Daddy's
one, it's not the end of the Bowling Lanes (free· games), As an added treat, Nan and Patty name of the social group to
world." The idea is to minimize Book Cottage (cookbooks), had some of their hand-crafted something suitable for T-shirts.
negative thinking by thinking Dabbles(haircut),Susan(choice jewelry for sale, and even do- There will be a prize for the best
more rational thoughts.
of workshops), Lee (carpet nated 40% of their profits back name which will be announced
at the May social (details of
3. Coping With Overload. cleaning), and Racks (a teddy to the social group.
Our March social will be a which are incomplete at this
Wheri your schedule has you bear picture of which rivalry for
swamped and you're ready to threatened to cause blood shed). game night on Saturday,March time). There will be entry forms
17, from 7- lOpm at theMGLCC. available at theMarch social, so
set fire to your office and home, We hope our community will
you can use these pointers to get patronize these places that are There will be no cover charge. be thinking of a good name.
These will be a cash bar for soft
For more information about
you back on an even keel.
Lesbian and Gay friendly.
First, you need _to� realisti�- .. _.In February_ �e bad.our fi(st . dfil*s as no alcoholic bever- the group, w<;>men CClQ. call,Lee
:
about what you can get done. annual Valentine'sDance. Over ages are permitted at the Center · at 327�6i6r
- "' -.•.
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to hand-it to quiet little Bar
bara's, the

drcus

decor is

we must say, that the table just
inside the door (and the

spot

light) dedicated to Gay periodi

Bored in Memphis? Are you
kidding? The things we

didn't

indeed). Perhaps next time, we
more.

sociaL calendar.
'
Generic Tea

Gaze concerned the BLACK

Department

C.A.R.E. Project which gath-

Battle Scars, a brand new
March 18, 19, and 20 at TheWe are hoping

that this play will go places, so
don't miss the first chance to see
it. It examines some very serious matters (this is not Gay-Ho·,
children) but we hope·it will be

A men's room at the

"I bet you didn't know we could

Orpheum.

do this, did ya."
Ta, ta

An unnamed Les-

Lady A.

at Men of Leather tells moi
that the questionnaire is avail
able there. Every little bit helps.

·

We were immensely com

plimented that the patrons of the
Valentine festivities at the Pipe
humble offering in the festive

Nickolas Smith, who played the

drawers contest. It was truly

role of_Larry in last year's Boys

touching.

in the Band. Matt Presley, Vance
Reger and Kerrel Ard complete
the cast. We, ourselves, have

Batt \e Scars

Congratulations to the Man
of the Year recipient for 1990.
The plaque was presented by

had something to do with pro-

Tsarus to the volunteers of

duction, if y'all have to make do

HeartStrings

with a Lady A. retrospective

accepted by co-chairs Allen

Memphis

and·

next month, it will be because

Cook and Rebecca Locke. We

we

utterly spent with this

d_id buzz in from rehearsal in

play. Thanks to Wings, the

time for that fine French onion

of

L. G. Productions Presents

in the Black community. Jerry

forget. The playwright is Den-

Women

Place:

Dialogue:

ers information and hopes to

line thought so highly of our

and

concert.

The same Lesbian in

front of a urinal.

increase education about AIDS

an evening one will not easily

Coalition,

The Melissa Etheridge

An article in fast month's

Gay drama, will premiere on

are

Scene:
Time:

are sure there will be ·plenty

get to attend would fill a hew

atre Works.

cals is very kind.

manager.

Department

charming, the service friendly,
there is regular live music, and,

bian to the astonished house

Quote of the Month

soup ·and the rest of the meal at

Leather for sponsoring the rent " Wi<RB. Tsarus must be com
for the theatre.

mended for their broad spec-

Cong�atulations-to Women

trum of choices for their yearly

of Leather's new officers, the

honour.

members will travel to Nashville this month to the Conduc-

Connie and the Little Rock

tors

Ladies on March 11, each Sun

run.

WKRB

.

will

welcome

Do not forget the ATEAC . day is something special.
Wings will hold a benefit
Auction on March 24 at the
Hilton. This event grows by

leaps and bounds every year,

show at WKRB on Sunday
March 25, to help finance this

hopefully keeping up with the

year's Flight 6 run, showtime 8

need for PWA services.

PM. We neglected to· say last

Mr. Leather Tennessee

month how much fun we had at

proves to be a very large scale

their Chinese New Year Club

event in April, the 6, 7, and 8 to
be exact. A veritable Who's
Who ofLeatherdom is expected
to participate including Michael
Pereyra and Mr. Marcus, two of

Night. Every member was in
costume, there was a nice buffet
' and the atmosphere was tres
festive.
Congratulations to Naomi

the best-known men in today's

Saxton, winner of George's·

Leather circles.

Sweetheart Pageant.

Information

about the entire weekend and
applications for entrants

are

available at the Pipeline. Be

a Delta Dawn birthday party for
Billie Jo Casino (she's 41, and

Dennis and Gladys Jean from

her daddy still calls her baby).

birthday

greetings

the Pipeline. The t-shirt speaks

Reports were

that

she

was

the truth, 40 isn't old if you're a

roasted to a golden tum in front

tree.

of at:ound 100 attendees. Crys

We heard nothing but won

tal, Renee' Green and Shannon

derful things about the Positive

provided entertainment with a

Atmo sphere potlucksocial. We

few guest stars. We were as

were very sorry to have missed

sured that we had been invited

it and even sorrier not to have
sung once more with the Gay

(?).

Men's Chorus (who sang well

play by Den-Nickolas Smith
March 18,.19, 20
-

8 P.M.

Theatre Works
Downt9wn, 414 S. Main

On January 24, Barbara
Pierce and Mike Williams threw

to

lated

a

Yes, Barbara, the burger
was delicious. We always have

Kerrer�rd Matt Presley
•

Vance Reger

•

J

Den- Nickolas Smith

Directed by Vincent Astor
See a cast member for ticket information. Limited Seating available at the door.
Adult oriented material, uncensored language, partial nudity, some violence

Mr. Leather Contest held in

Mr. Leather Tennessee
The Pipeline and Drum Pro

Chicago each June plus

The contest itself will take

duction out of Nashville have

place Saturday evening, at a

scheduled the inaugural Mr.

separate location. Entertainment

Leather Tennessee contest for

will be provided by Born Divas

April 6-8, 1990. This promises

from New Orleans and J. T.

to be the largest event within the

Fredericks. Born Divas is a

Leather community that Mem

contemporary duo who are cur

phis has yet seen.The sponsors

rently leading performers at the

of the event hail from all over

Mint in New Orleans (of the two

the country, the sole local spon
sor being the Pipeline. Drum

tons of fun variety) and have

Production's Les Robinson has

sung to great acclaim in many
cities. J. T. Fredericks performs

organized numerous contests in

in a country-western style and is

the country, this being his first

well known on the Gay rodeo

in the a Mid-South.

circuit and on the west coast.

This will be a weekend-long
event. Friday will include a

Co-Emcees will be Michael
Pereyra,

Mr.

International

nu

merous other prizes from the
national sponsors.

First and

second alternates will win $50
and medallions. The winner is
expected to participate in other
contests and fundraising events
in the area..
The particpants, other than
contestants, read like a Who's
Who of Leatherdom:

Patrick

Toner (IMA 1986), Guy Bald
win (IMA 1989), Alan Selby
(Mr S Products), and Dustin
mer, 1989, and the Leather
Journal's Leatherman of the
Year).
Sunday's entertainment will

welcoming ceremony and in

Leather 1988, and Mr. Marcus.

troduction of contestants at the

The organizers hope to attract
contestants from all over the

take place at a huge tea dance
featuring another show by Born

region but all judges will be
from outside of this area. The

from Chicago. The entire week

Pipeline. Saturday will be busy
featuring the erotic art exhibi
tion "Title Holders II'', show
casing the nationally known
artist Cirby;

brunch;

and

a

producers,

specifically,

will

Leather Market Day with par

have nothing to do with the
judging.·

ticipation by many leather_arti

The winner of the contest will

sans· and craftspeople from a

receive $500 cash and round

variety of places.

trip airfare to the International

324-GAYS

Logan (Mr. Great Plains Drum

Divas and a visiting DJ imported
end will be included in the $25
package,

information

about

reservations or contestant entry

7:30- 11 Nightly.

Information
Referrals
Counseling
Volunteers are needed to staff the Gay Switch
board. If you can spare one evening a month In
the comfort of your own home- We can use Your

forms m!!Y be obtained at the

Help. Call us at 454-1411 for more Information.

Pipeline.

(This is not a dating service or a phone sex line.)

HA PPY

ST. PATRICK's

DAY!

-
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·
·
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Proceed with caution.

RATES FOR CLASSIFIEDS:
Personal, non-commercial ads
FREE. Limit of 30 words (in
cluding address or phone num
ber) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. Box. Please
specify if you want to use our
P.O. Box. Commercial ads are
charged at the rate of 20¢ per
word, $3.00 minimwn. Phone
nwnbers and zip codes arefree.
$2.00 additional charge for the
use of our P.O. Box. Deadline
for ads is the 15th of each month.
Send to Gaze, Box 3038, Mem
phis, TN 38173-0038.

GAY WRESTLING CON
TACTS. Fun/hot action! Na
tionwide adlistings. Infopixpak.
$3.00: NYWC, 59 West lOth,
NYC 10011.
HAIRY MEN/ADMIRERS.
Bears{frappers! Nationwide
uncensored adlistings. In
fopixpak. $3.00: MAN-HAIR,
59 West lOth,-NYC 10011.

Beware oflnmate Scams It is
unfortunate,but some prisoners
will take advantage of Gay pen
pals. Gaze does not make a
judgement regarding inmate ads,
but feels compelled to warn its
readers of potential problems.
-

star? The main attraction? Get a
sexual charge? A raise in male
honnones? A day B/4 the cam
era you will enjoy? A standing
ovation for your perfonnance?
Confidential. Call Chris at (901)
423-1609. Will buy slides &
slide film. Slide processing
available. Collector,I don't sell.

GWM, 51, affectionate, dis
creet,seeks GWM,19-35,clean
shaven, for friendship, possible
relationship. No drugs. Varied
interests. Rick, Box 40918,
Memphis, TN 38174-0918.
Expose yourself to the joys of
photography. R!U 18 to 28?
Want to be in pictures? Be a

GBM, mature & educated, want
to meet GWMs for friendship
and companionship- possible
lover if we are compatible. I am
honest,sincere,trustworthy,and
very serious about this ad. I
have a wide variety of interests
and enjoy quiet evenings at
home. Write: Occupant, P.O.
Box 22871, Memphis, TN
38122.
Bob, you are a very special and
dear lover. Thanks for being
there for me. 1-truly love you
and only you. "831". Nyla.
GWM, 32, 5'11", 180#, seeks
feminine, pre-op, male-to-fe-
male transsexual taking female
honnones. Discreet. Want to
swap transsexual films, maga-

zines. Send photo! Stan, P.O.
Box 751151, Memphis, TN
38175-1151.
WM,29,looking for friendship/
relationship. Toqualifiers:must
be wann, caring, devoted, &
20-37 age group. Had enough
hard times. Need to be loved &
respected. Reply care of Dept.
A-3. Box 3038, Memphis, TN
38173-0038.
BiWM,dominant tastes,wishes
to meet submissive for discreet
safe encounters. Would defi
nitely enjoy meeting TS or TVs.
Photos would be nice but not
necessary. Bi-Females also
welcome. Reply to: Dept. B-3,
Box 3038,Memphis,TN 381730038.

Mon

_

How would you like to snuggle
up to a sexy GWM at night
who's honest, trustworthy, &
very sincere? l'm 19,blond hair,
blue eyes, 5,'10", 138#. If inter
ested, contact: Boxholder, Box
411, collierville, TN 380270411.
GWM,37,5'9 1{2",170#,seeks
GM, 28-40, for friendship &
correspondence in South Africa .
and would like to swap Gay
magazines & newspapers. Write
to: G. R. Jewell, 64A Napier
Street, Worcester 6850, C. P.,
Republic of South Africa.

GBF, 21, new to the Lesbian
world, would like to meet other
Lesbians. Forward c/o Benford,
714 Avenue I, Rear, Green Wanted: Jonesboro Area,clean
wood, MS 38930, or call Helen cut, well-built, young stud, 19. 34 for safe sex, fun & games.
at (601) 455-3090.
Discreet, college student pre
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE ferred. May help with tuition.
SPECIAL. Nice Looking Call 932-7184.

March ·1990
Sun

GWM, 29, 6T', br/br, with
many good qualities. Seeks
GWM, 20-45. If you are sin
cere, loving, fun, & looking for
a true friend or relationship,
phone Scott at (601} 489-8023
anytime after 7 PM.

·

Gay _Community. Calendar
The

Wed

Thurs

·

.

·

Fri

· S at

�(6)

i

•Bowling League

•Gay Men's
Chorus, MGLCC

�

nn

•BWMT
Potluck Brunch/
Board Meeting, 11 AM
• Connie & the Little
Rock Ladies, WKRB

n�

Battle Scars,
Theatre Works, 8PM

�§

• Wings Benefit,
WKRB,SPM

§

•Memphis Gay
Coal�ion
Business Meeting, Main
Library, 7PM
•BWMT C/R, 7:30 PM

•Gay Men's
Chorus, MGLCC

n�

(6)

n�
•Gay Men's
Chorus, MGLCC

n�

•Battle Scars,
Theatre Works, 8 PM
(GayRap moved to
Theatre Works)

�(6)

•BWMT
Monthly Meeting,
7:30PM, Main Ubrary

�([))

•Gay Men's
Chorus, MGLCC
•Battle Scars,
Theatre Works, 8 PM
•Gay Men's
Chorus, MGLCC

�71

�Jl-

n

•A TEAC Auction
Volunteer Meeting, Red
Cross, 1400 Central,
7PM

•Western Dance
Lessons, MGLCC, 7-9
PM

71

•A TEAC Auction
Volunteer Meeting, Red
Cross, 1400 Central,
7PM

n�

•ATEAC Auction
Volunteer Meeting, Red
Cross, 1400 Central,
7PM

�

•Video Night, MGLCC

n§

• Western Dance
Lessons,
MGLCC, 7-9 PM
• Gaze ·Advertising &
Copy Deadline for April

��

�n

;ATEAC Auction
Volunteer Meeting, Red
Cross, 1400 Central,
7PM

•Video Night, MGLCC

c

��

��

•Bowling League

�

.

-

n®

•Bowling League
• Holly Near, Peabody
Alley, 8 PM

li(6)

• Bowling League

��

• Bowling League

•Sisters In The Name of
Love, Reflections, 11 :30
PM & 1:15AM

� ([))

•Bowling League
•April Gaze due out
-

• MGLCC
Potluck, 7PM

n 71

•St.. Patrick's
Day
• Gay Women's
Social Group, Game
Night, 7PM

��

•BWMT Potluck,
C/R, 7PM
•ATEAC 4th Annual AIDS
Auction, Memphis Hilton,
7:30PM

�n
• BWMT Playshop,
Apartment Club, 10
PM

GWM, 39, professioncil, 168#,
6', br/br, mustache, seeking
similarGWM,32-42,for friend
ship and/or relationship. No
drugs, ferns, fats. All serious
replies will be answered. 3445
Poplar Ave, Suite 6-126, Mem
phis, TN 38111.
GWM, 35, 6'2", 180#, brn/
blond, blue eyes, genuine, car
ing, honest, varied interests,
wanting to hear from singles &
couples-for friendship & fun.
Write: T. F., P.O. Box 121,
Salem; AR 72576.
Would you beinterested infonn
ing a group of GWM's to make
a week-long trip in September
to San Francisco by Amtrak? If
so, reply to: Dept. H-3, Box
3038, Memphis, TN 381730038.
GWM, 26, 5'9", sincere, car-

The Infonnation and Services
directory is printed as a public
service and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed
but have not been charged.

Apartment: 343 Madison 525-9491.
Barbara's: 1474 Madison 278-4313.
Chaps: 111 N.Claybrook - 722.
8963.
George's (GDI on the River):
287 S. Front Street - 5261038.
J-Wags: 1268 Madison- 7251909
Oops: 1349 Autumn - 2721634
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar - 7265263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon 272�1525.
WKRB in Memphis: 1528
Madison - 278-9321.
ORGANIZATIONS
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): AIDS Service
Organization - Box 40389,
Memphis 381,74-0389 - 458AIDS, or 272:0855.
Agape New Lif� Church:
Worship SUndays at 11:00
AM and Wednesdays at
7:30 PM - 327-4145.
American Gay Atheists
(AGA) Memphis: Box
41371, Memphis 381741371.
Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 41773,
Memphis 38174 - 452-5894,
or 726-1461.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
·

·

·

Take a chance. I did.

ing, loving, seeks GWM, 2145, for friendship or possible
relationship. Serious reply only
to: Ron, (901) 276-3719,2 PM9 PM, M-F or 8 AM-10 PM,
weekends.

Attractive, GWM, 37, 6'2",
180#, br/bl, professional,
straight-acting,seeks correspon
dence, friendship with GWM,
35-40.Like music,jogging. Call
after 8 PM, (601) 485-7720.
Write: Lindsay,4320 36th Ave,
C-3, Meridian, MS 39301.

Mike F., We all have to start
over once in awhile, but first
one needs to grow up! I'm Sorry
things did not worlc out between
us, but I'm looking for a man,
not a child. I hope 1990 will be
good for you. R.L.S.

Any local college students in
terested in joining a Gay and
Lesbian social group write to:
Club, ·P.O. Box 81303, Mem
phis, TN 815�.

GWM, 25, br/bl, 6'; 180#,
straight-acting,sensitive-profes
sional,finally coming out,seeks
GWM, 20-25 who will be pa
tient with a "newcomer", for
friendship/relationship. Not into
Gay bars, but tired of isolation.
Discreet, sincere, caring, and
desire same. R,eply to: Box
holder, P.O. Box 613291,
Memphis, TN 38101-3291.

League: 1161 Poplar f!..ve
#15, Memphis 38105.
.
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis
38101.
Gay
and Lesbian Parents
Coalition,lnc.ofMemphi_ s:
Box 40982,Meniphis 38174- 0982.
Gay Women's Social Group:
Lee , 327-6165.
Into The Light (Women's.
AA):Meets Sundays at noon,
Thursdays at 8 PM at Memphis Lambda Center.
Kinship: Seventh Day Adventist Gay religious group -Box
171135, Memphis 381871135 - 754-6160.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave, Memphis 38104 274-3550.
Memphis Gay Coalition
. (MGC): Box 3038, Memphis 38173-0038 - 324GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community
C e nter
(MGLCC): 1291 Madison,
Memphis 38104, Mailing
address: Box 40231, Mem
phis 38174-0231 - 276-4651.
Memphis Lambda .Center:
Meeting . place for, .J2-step
recovery programs �_24l· N.
Cleveland (above United
Paint Store),Memphis - 2767379.
Minority Pri son Proje c t ·
(MPP): For infonnation:
John Prowett, 1973 Sipes,
Memphis 38127.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite:
· Box41822,Memphis 381741822.
National Organization for
Women (NOW): Box
40982, Memphis 38104 452-6983.

�

GWM, 5'9", 158#, br/bl, early
40's, caring, sincere; depend
able. Seeks GWM, 22-39, for
movies, dinners, travel, good
conversation, good. times,
friendship/!:1 relationship.
Reply to:Box 38185,Memphis,
TN 38183.

i Outand About Memphis:Tom

-

·

·

·

·

274-1847,Dale - 276-0275.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians And Gays CP-FLAG):
Box 172031, Memphis
38187-2031 - 761-1444.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 272-9549,
276-7379, or 454-1414.
Positive Mental AUitude Association, lnc:-·28 N. Claybrook, ·suite 1, Memphis
38104,- 276-PMAA.
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Alliance (T-GALA): Box
24181,Nashville,TN 37202.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP):
For
infonnation:
John
Prowett, 1973 Sipes, Memphis 38127.
Tsarus:Leather-Leviclub-Box
41082, Memphis 381741082.
Wings:Leather-Levi club -Box
41784, Memphis 381741784.
Women of Le�ther: 181 N.
Willett, Me�phis 38104 278-9321
HELPLINE$

,.

AIDSSwitchboard:458-AIDS
- 3:30-llpm.
Gay Switchboard: 324-GAYS
- 7:30-llpm.
LINC: 725-8895.
Narcotics Anonymous: 276LIVE.
Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicid e & Crisis Int erve nt ion:
274-7477.

GWM, -5'9", 150#, br/br fun
loving,devoted,& very discreet.
Enjoys both outdoor and indoor
activities, quiet music, and
peaceful evenings. WantsGWM
with some of the same interests,
35-50, no fags, ferns, or drags.
Reply to Don, P.O. Box 517,
Milan, TN 38358.
Attractive, GWM, 31, 5'10",
170#, auburn hair, blue eyes,
outdoor"country boy",in shape.
I like camping, hiking, good
times, etc., seeking GWM, 1835, who wants true friendship/
relationship: Gene (
gel),Box

�

counseling - 454-0108.
Kim A. Moss MS: Midtown
Counseling Service, 1835
Union, Suite 101, Memphis
38104 - (901) 726-4586.
Carole Taylor, MS: Counsel
ing- 458-7098.
Northeast Mental Health Cen
ter: 382-3880.
Legal
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney
At Law: 208 S.Heard Street,
Senatobia,MS 38668 - (601)
562-8738.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite
3310,Memphis 38103 - (901)
525-0417.

Counseling
Becky Caperton, MS: Coun
seling- 327-9758.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral

Attractive,GWM, 5'10", 175#,
br/bl. I'm a caring person but
burned out on the. bar scene.
Desiring a sincere, stable man
for a serious friendship/relation
ship. No feins, fats, or drugs.
Contact SCM, Box 240863,
Memphis, TN 38124.
GWM, 31, 6', 210#, bl/bl, not
into bars, drugs, & don't smoke.
Looking for someone for friend
ship, 20-35, open to new ideas.
P.O.Box 751062,Memphis,TN
38175-1062.

Paris Adult Entertainment
Center: 2432Summer - 3232665.

GAZE IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
BUSINESSES
/

Davis-Kidd Booksellers Inc.397 Perkins Rd. Ext. - 6839801.
Men of Leather: Leather shop
- 111 N. Claybrook - 7228963.
P & H Cafe - 1532 Madison
Ave. - 274-9794.
Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.

Tobacco Corner Newsroom:
Massage
"Just the Right Touch": Non
sexual Swedish/sports mas
sage -)77-7701.
"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by
appointment; Ms. Bernie
Gwyn - 522-1482 or 5227054.
·

Carpet Care
Lee's Carpet Care: Commer
cial - Residential,24-hr. serv
ice,free estimates - 327-6165.

•

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

571, Milan, TN 38358.

MISCELLANEOUS

·

669 Mendenhall Rd S.- 6823326 & 1803 Union 7261622.-·

MEDIA
AIDS Update: Newspaper
published by the Aid to End
AIDS Committee - 458AIDS.
Gay Alternative: Radio pro
gram, Mon. 6:00-7:00 PM,
WEVL FM 90 - Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: Monthly newspaper
published by the Memphis
Gay Coalition - Box 3038,
Memphis 38173-0038 4541411.
The Personals: Gay computer
bulletin board - 300 or 1200
baud - 274-6713. (You must
have a computer and.modem
to access this service.)
Two's Company: Gay com
puter bulletin board and
computer support. "Handles"
accepted. 1200/2400 baud.
.
726-4073.
�

Airport Adult Theatre: 2214
Brooks Rd E.- 345-0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store:
2947 Lamar - 744-7494.
Fantasy World: 1814 Win
chester - 346-2086.
Economy Interiors: Antiques
- 1466 Madison- 725-9222.
Getwell Book· Mart: 1275
Getwell - 454-7765.
Getwell Adult Book Store:
1617 Getwell - 745-9054.

.

""'
'

4th Annual
Aid To End A.los·
Committee
Auction
.
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. Saturday March 24, 1990 ·6:30PM· Memphis Airport Hilt
on Inn
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